
Diu

Diu is a beautiful blend of sun, sand and sea. It is an island retreat gently rocked by the wind and the
wave from the Arabian Sea. It offers you undisturbed peace and an unusual holiday.

Culture:
The territories of Daman and Diu were under Portuguese regime before the liberation. Traditionally
they carry on the life pattern of Gujarat and Saurashtra Cultural region. The friendly fun-loving
people of Diu keep alive their priceless heritage of folk arts by singing and dancing.

Sightseeing:

Nagoa Beach : If you are not keen on sightseeing, take a 20-minute refreshing drive through open
arid land to dense coconut groves to reach the semi-circular Nagoa Beach in Bucharwada village. An
exceptionally beautiful and quiet beach, .it has various facilities for water sports. It is also safe for
swimming. Plenty of Palm Hoka trees whisper and sway here in the intoxicating sea breeze all day
long. The virginity of the beach and serenity of the surroundings give you peace and pleasure
beyond expression.

Jallandhar Shrine is located on a hillock close to the beach. This small shrine crowned with a dome
and contains a niche wherein a stone  carved face of Jallandhar is seen. Nearby there is also a temple
of Goddess Chandrika. The beach is at a distance of 1 km from Diu Town.

St. Paul's Church: is dedicated to our Lady of Immaculate Conception. Begun in 1601, the church was
completed in 1610. The main facade of the church, perhaps the most elaborate of all Portuguese
churches in India, is adorned with curiously treated volutes and shell-like motifs, and immediately
attracts visitors. The facade has been illuminated by floodlights adding to the evening city glow.

Diu Museum: The old St. Thomas Church has been converted into a museum which houses the
antique statues, various stone inscriptions of the earlier rulers, wooden carvings, idols, shadow-
clocks and other important artifacts have been collected from various sites and displayed.

Diu Fort: Among the places of tourist interest, the Fort of Diu occupies a prominent position. It is an
expansive and imposing structure, situated on the coast of the island.

Fortress of Panikota : The Fortress of Panikota is a magnificent stone structure in the sea, built right
at the mouth of the creek. It can be reached only by a canoe or a motor launch. Approximately one
nautical mile from the Diu jetty, it also has a lighthouse and a small chapel dedicated to Our Lady of
the Sea. Located in the middle of the sea, the fortress makes for a beautiful view whether seen from
the jetty, from the Fort, from the village of Ghoghla or from Diu proper.

Ghoghla : The Ghoghla Beach is among the six beautiful beaches in Diu District. A tourist complex
built here provides all basic amenities to tourists


